
Red Line Graphics is a fast-growing print solutions 
provider, off ering commercial print, promotional 
products, image apparel and signage. Located in 
Indianapolis, Indiana, Red Line Graphics is committed 
to a mission: delivering high quality products, with fast 
and courteous service, and at competitive prices.

To help deliver on that promise, Adrian Smith, 
Information Technology Director, sought a production 
planning and imposition software that would speed 
turnaround time, reduce spoilage, and help control 
project costs. When he saw the Metrix® demonstration, 
Adrian Smith says the Red Line Graphics team “was 
blown away.”

Challenge

Seventeen years ago, Red Line Graphics had a plan 
to grow its company slowly. Since then, twenty-one 
acquisitions have resulted in a rapid expansion in staff  
and sales. 

Adrian Smith knew that implementing an innovative 
workfl ow solution would be the key to gaining 
effi  ciency and maintaining the company’s momentum. 
But, their existing manual imposition processes were 
slow, error-prone, and resulted in inconsistent plans, 
incorrect plates, and down time on press. 

Metrix Helps Red Line Graphics 
Grow with Confi dence and Control

Productivity Software Solutions
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Challenge:

To meet the company’s growth vision, 

Red Line Graphics needed a planning and 

imposition workfl ow that would allow 

them to complete more work, rapidly and 

without errors.
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Solution

Smith found the ideal solution in Metrix automated planning and 
imposition software. “It was not only the best imposition software 
on the market, but also the best imposition solution for Red Line 
Graphics,” explains Smith. And the cost justifi cation for purchasing 
Metrix was clear. “For us, the costs associated with just one project 
error – in time and materials – would pay for the total cost of the 
Metrix software. It was a very easy decision to bring Metrix on board.”

Results

Red Line Graphics prints a full range of products, including brochures, 
coupons and inserts, which can be more effi  ciently produced in a 
gang run on a single sheet. Finding the optimum layout for gang runs 
using Metrix is automated, requiring only the click of a mouse. As 
well, the company sells an increasing number of books.

Prepress Technician Minde Alvey notes, “Imposition tasks that used 
to require hours using InDesign are now completed in minutes using 
Metrix. This makes the prepress team extremely satisfi ed.”

All of the prepress operators – Minde Alvey, Ashleigh Brown, Marilyn 
Schlanzer, and Jon Stephenson – had high praise for the ease-of-use 
off ered by Metrix. Additionally, the prepress team appreciates features 
such as the ability to print a “bird’s eye view” of a project, which 
specifi es pagination, job number, layout marks, bleed and other 
details that were never available before. This information benefi ts 
both the prepress team and the press operators, promoting better job 
understanding, control and consistency. “Before Metrix, each prepress 
technician would prepare jobs a little diff erently,” notes J.R. Harvey, 
press operator. “With Metrix, the process is much more consistent, 
which saves up to 15 minutes of press set-up time per job.”

Adrian Smith expected Metrix to bring increased effi  ciency, faster 
job turnaround, and cost savings to Red Line Graphics. But, there 
were additional benefi ts Smith had not anticipated – for example, the 
greater job organization and control reported by the prepress team.
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Results: 

“Metrix gives our prepress team, press operators and 

salespeople the control, consistency and confi dence 

that we need to grow our business.”

ADRIAN SMITH, DIRECTOR OF INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY
RED LINE GRAPHICS
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Significant press set-up savings (in both time and materials) are 
realized by the press operator. More consistent processes yield 
a higher quality product. The sales team feels more confident to 
ramp up sales efforts. Customer service – and therefore customer 
satisfaction – has increased. And, lastly, overall employee satisfaction 
has received a giant boost. Minde Alvey notes, “Metrix has catapulted 
our prepress operation’s capabilities. Now we feel that we offer a 
magnificent process.”

For this small but rapidly growing company, Metrix provided Red Line 
Graphics the control, consistency and confidence to continue on its 
path to success. All four prepress operators, as well as Adrian Smith 
note that working with Metrix Software has been completely positive, 
both in terms of a great product and fast, knowledgeable support.

“As we grow this company,” concludes Adrian Smith, “we need 
technology that will grow with us. Metrix has been the right solution 
for Red Line Graphics.” 

Results:

“Imposition tasks that used 

to require hours using 

InDesign are now completed 

in minutes using Metrix. This 

makes the prepress team 

extremely satisfied.”

MINDE ALVEY  
PREPRESS TECHNICIAN 
RED LINE GRAPHICS
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EFI fuels success.
From Fiery to superwide inkjet, from the lowest cost per label to the most  
automated business processes, EFI has everything your company needs to  
succeed. Visit www.efi.com or call 800-875-7117 for more information.
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